Dear Delegates,

We are pleased to welcome you to the 2015 National Model United Nations New York Conference (NMUN•NY)! This year’s staff for the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) are: Directors Evin Sanders (Conference A) and Natalie Keller (Conference B), and Assistant Directors Katie Keelan (Conference A) and Ashley Boyer (Conference B). Evin holds a B.A. in Political Science, and International Relations and works as Director of Operations for a California non-profit. He is excited to return for his third year on staff at NMUN•NY. Natalie studies law at the University of Bonn with a focus on private international law. This is her fourth year on staff. Katie holds a B.A. in International Studies and Political Science from the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh and works as a Client Services Specialist at Covington and Burling L.L.P. She participated in NMUN-NY as a delegate for five years and is joining staff for the first time. Ashley is a graduate student at Georgia State University studying Comparative and International Politics. This is her first year on staff, and fifth year attending NMUN.

The topics under discussion for UNDP are:

I. Building Democratic Governance by Expanding Access to Justice
II. Fostering Developing Countries’ Capacities for Climate Change Adaptation
III. Improving Access to Water and Sanitation for Socioeconomic Development

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is an organization the United Nations created to improve cooperation and interaction between the various stakeholders in development. UNDP has been working with numerous partners on developing the Sustainable Development Goals to replace the Millennium Development Goals after their expiration in 2015. The UNDP’s primary focus has been on completing the Millennium Development Goals, and after their expiration, the Sustainable Development Goals will become the priority of the UNDP. Your work as a delegate of this committee should focus on adopting resolutions that address the needs of each topic as presented in the Background Guide. We hope to see each delegation work diligently and cooperatively to find creative solutions not only during the conference, but also in your position papers.

At NMUN•NY 2015, we are simulating the Executive Board of UNDP in terms of composition and size; however, delegates are not limited to the strict mandate of the Executive Board, as a budgetary and administrative body, during the conference. On the contrary, for the purposes of NMUN•NY 2015, and in line with the educational mission of the conference, the committee has the ability to make programmatic and policy decisions on issues within the mandate of UNDP in line with the overall function of the organization.

This background guide is not meant to replace further research and we highly encourage you to consider the background guide, Bibliography, and Annotated Bibliography as starting points as you explore in-depth your countries’ policies regarding these topics. In preparation for the conference, each delegation will be submitting a position paper. Please take note of the NMUN policies on the website and in the Delegate Preparation Guide regarding plagiarism, codes of conduct/dress code/sexual harassment, awards philosophy/evaluation method, etc. Adherence to these guidelines is mandatory. The NMUN Rules of Procedure are available to download from the NMUN website. This document includes the long and short form of the rules, as well as an explanatory narrative and example script of the flow of procedure. It is thus an essential instrument in preparing for the conference and a reference during committee.

If you have any questions concerning your preparation for the Committee or the Conference itself, feel free to contact the Under-Secretaries-General for Development, Sonia Patel (Conference A) and Patrick Parsons (Conference B). You can reach either USG by contacting them at: usg.development@nmun.org. We wish you all the best for your preparation for the Conference and look forward to seeing you at the conference!

Sincerely,

Evin Sanders, Director
Katie Keelan, Assistant Director

Natalie Keller, Director
Ashley Boyer, Assistant Director

The NCCA/NMUN is a Non-Governmental Organization associated with the United Nations Department of Public Information and a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization of the United States.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALM</td>
<td>Adaptation Learning Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANEW</td>
<td>African Civil Society Network on Water and Sanitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAF</td>
<td>Cancun Adaptation Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>Community-Based Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBP</td>
<td>Community-Based Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA</td>
<td>Common Country Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDES</td>
<td>Capacity Development for Environmental Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Civil society organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGTTF</td>
<td>Democratic Governance Thematic Trust Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOSOC</td>
<td>Economic and Social Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDF</td>
<td>Environmental Defense Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>General Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCAP</td>
<td>Global Climate Adaptation Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEF</td>
<td>Global Environmental Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEPA</td>
<td>Gender Equality and Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWP</td>
<td>Global Water Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCPR</td>
<td>International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWRM</td>
<td>Integrated water resource management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDC</td>
<td>Least Developed Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDCF</td>
<td>Least Developed Countries Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEG</td>
<td>LDC Expert Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDG</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAM</td>
<td>Non-Aligned Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAPA</td>
<td>National Adaptation Programs of Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPAD</td>
<td>New Economic Partnership for African Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>Organization of American States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCPR</td>
<td>Quadrennial Comprehensive Policy Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Resident Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP</td>
<td>Small Grants Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDA</td>
<td>Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIWI</td>
<td>Stockholm International Water Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCED</td>
<td>United Nations Conference on Environment and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCSD</td>
<td>United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCT</td>
<td>United Nations Country Teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDAF</td>
<td>United Nations Development Assistance Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDEF</td>
<td>United Nations Democracy Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDG</td>
<td>United Nations Development Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFCCC</td>
<td>United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFPA</td>
<td>United Nations Population Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNOPS</td>
<td>United Nations Office for Project Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGF</td>
<td>Water Governance Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGP</td>
<td>Water Governance Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRI</td>
<td>World Resources Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSSD</td>
<td>World Summit on Sustainable Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
United Nations System at NMUN•NY

This diagram illustrates the UN System simulated at NMUN•NY. It shows where each committee “sits” within the system, to help understand the reportage and relationships between the entities. Examine the diagram alongside the Committee Overview to gain a clear picture of the committee's position, purpose and powers within the UN System.
Committee Overview

Introduction

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is the chief entity in the United Nations (UN) system that works in the area of development.¹ UNDP is actively promoting development in 170 countries by carrying out activities aimed at reducing poverty, supporting democratic governance, increasing crisis prevention and recovery, promoting environment and energy for sustainable development, and achieving international development goals, such as the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).² UNDP works closely with and leads the United Nations Development Group (UNDG), which is the inter-agency group within the UN system that coordinates development efforts across the entire UN system.³ The UNDG is comprised of 32 UN funds, offices, programs, departments, and agencies.⁴ The chair of UNDG is also the administrator of UNDP and reports to the Secretary-General.⁵ Together UNDP and the UNDG work towards guidance at mostly a global level.⁶ This includes the adoption and coordination of UN development activities to make them more efficient and ensure that they comply with the mandate of the respective UN bodies.⁷

At NMUN•NY 2015, we are simulating the Executive Board of UNDP in terms of composition and size; however, delegates are not limited to the strict mandate of the Executive Board, as a budgetary and administrative body, during the conference. On the contrary, for the purposes of NMUN•NY 2015, and in line with the educational mission of the conference, the committee has the ability to make programmatic and policy decisions on issues within the mandate of UNDP in line with the overall function of the organization.

History

UNDP was established in 1966 when the adoption of General Assembly resolution 2029 (XX) led to the combination of the UN Expanded Programme on Technical Assistance with the Special Fund.⁸ The Special Fund, established 1958, originally worked to provide technical assistance while the Expanded Programme on Technical Assistance, established 1949, supported less developed countries on an economic and political level.⁹ Combining the two sought to optimize the UN’s development work by creating a more efficient, unified program while avoiding different entities working separately on the same issue.¹⁰

Mandate

UNDP’s mandate is to “coordinate all UN development activities at the country level,” as laid out in General Assembly resolutions 59/250 and 62/208.¹¹ This responsibility is given to UNDP due to its role managing the Resident Coordinator (RC) system, which encompasses all UN system entities that “deal with operational activities for development, regardless of their formal presence in the country.”¹² The RC system brings together the “different

⁵ Ibid.
¹⁰ Ibid.
¹² UN Development Group, *Resident Coordinator System*. 
UN agencies to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of operational activities at the country level.”

UNDP and the RC system operationalize the development frameworks negotiated at the policy-level, and implement programs on the ground, making UNDP, as a result, a very important and influential entity within the development community.

**Governance, Structure and Membership**

“The current governing bodies of the United Nations Development Programme/the United Nations Population Fund and the United Nations Children’s Fund shall be transformed into Executive Boards. These Boards shall be responsible for providing inter-governmental support to and supervision of the activities of each fund or programme in accordance with the overall policy guidance of the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council, in accordance with their respective responsibility as set out in the Charter, and for ensuring that they are responsive to the needs and priorities of recipient countries.”

**Executive Board**

UNDP is headed by an Executive Board, which consists of 36 members that rotate annually. Members are elected 1 May each year by the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) during its coordination and management segment. The Executive Board assists the UNDP in their projects supervising them and ensuring that they evolve and adapt to changing situations as well as different needs in countries. The UNDP Executive Board also serves as the Board for the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) and the United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS). While UNDP, UNFPA and UNOPS are supported by the same Executive Board they each have their own activities, mandates and responsibilities. They are also all guided by the ECOSOC, the General Assembly and the Charter of the UN. The Executive Board is under the authority of ECOSOC and reports annually on its program of work and recommendations for field-level improvement. UNDP’s headquarters are in New York City, but there are liaison offices and regional centers in different cities around the world. There are three sessions each year; one annual session held in either New York City or Geneva on a rotating basis and two regular sessions held in New York City.

The Executive Board is comprised of members from five different geographic groups with eight members from the group of African States, seven from the group of Asian and Pacific States, four from the group of Eastern European States, five from the group of Latin America and the Caribbean States, and 12 from the group of Western European and Other States. Members are usually elected for a three-year-term, but the group of Western European and Other States instead decides on its rotation internally.

The Bureau of the Executive Board is responsible for the organization and preparation of meetings, and it supports transparency and dialogue in the decision-making of the Executive Board by organizing and coordinating their meetings and selecting teams for field visits. The Bureau is headed by a President and four Vice-Presidents elected at each first regular session according to geographic regions to assure equality.

---

13 UN Development Group, *Resident Coordinator System.*
16 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
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Executive Board aim for decision-making by consensus, but in cases where a vote is needed, the rules of procedure of the ECOSOC are used.28

Budget
UNDP’s budget is supported by donor countries, international financial institutions, and the private sector.29 It consists of voluntary contributions on a regular basis from UN Member States or governments and funds.30 The budget for UNDP’s individual projects and activities comes from organizations and governments with UNDP being the top budget source.31 The Executive Board decides on budgets and financial plans.32 In order to better coordinate future activities such as the UNDP Strategic Plan 2014-2017, the Administrator of the Executive Board reported on the UNDP integrated budget estimates for 2014-2017, estimating contributions and expenditures, and stating the importance of the Executive Board in budget decisions for more efficiency.33

Powers and Functions
The work of UNDP is carried out in countries all over the world, but it is especially important for countries that emerge from conflicts.34 To assist in these efforts, the UNDP also administers and utilizes the United Nations Volunteers and the United Nations Capital Development Fund.35 To function effectively across the globe, UNDP works to assemble partnerships, build capacity, and strengthen global development policies.

Partnerships
Partnerships are crucial to the work of UNDP.36 Partnerships within the UN system and with the private sector, civil society organizations, financial institutions, and various foundations enable UNDP to finance its activities and carry out projects.37 Concerning conflicts, UNDP works with governments and local communities to prevent violence by promoting dialogue and laws that uphold human rights.38 Environment and energy forms another area where partnerships are necessary and is important because the poorest are usually among those most affected by a lack of access to affordable energy and sustainable environmental development, making it necessary for UNDP to focus on addressing this area on different levels.39 This includes collaboration from a global to a regional level, with the help of UNDP, to preserve freshwater systems and manage different ecosystems using green strategies to counteract climate change.40

To reach the MDGs, UNDP uses partnerships with governments, programs, and funds such as the United Kingdom’s Urban Partnerships for Poverty Reduction.41 With this particular partnership UNDP was able to give grants to families, and especially to women, in Bangladesh to support them in starting small businesses and contributing to savings groups that are set up for emergencies.42 Through partnerships, UNDP not only helps countries build capacities to prevent and treat HIV but also underlines economic and social factors that impact health to raise awareness.43

Capacity-building
Building capacity is a focus area that allows UNDP to enhance the performance of different institutions and projects.44 This is necessary so that programs or initiatives within countries can strengthen development, public

35 Ibid.
37 Ibid.
40 Ibid.
42 Ibid.
services, or aid. For example, in the context of legal frameworks, UNDP, together with national partners, develops justice reforms and works on strategies to further access to legal aid services. Another example is promoting domestic resources in combination with aid, supporting the MDGs, and strengthening the private sector to create new jobs and promote infrastructure. Similarly, in cooperation with the MDG Fund by the Spanish Government, UNDP achieved access to water and sanitation in some Ecuadorian cities by providing communities with training on financial and technical capacities.

Strengthening global development policy
With different organizations and entities involved in global development policies it is important to coordinate their activities to ensure that efforts are as efficient and effective as possible through consistent collaboration. For this reason, UNDP, as the predominant UN entity for development, is both a member of and chairs the UNDG. The UNDG was established in 1997 by the General Assembly and has since been working to coordinate development activities on a country level. UNDP, together with the UNDG, currently works to build the post-2015 development agenda through global dialogue and discussion. As part of this, UNDP and the UNDG work towards including governments, private sector participants, stakeholders, and especially vulnerable groups such as youth, women, and people with disabilities.

Current Priorities
The main areas that the UNDP focuses on are democratic governance, sustainable development, crisis prevention and recovery, and the reduction of poverty. The UNDP Strategic Plan 2014-2017 has the overall goal of reducing inequalities or exclusions and the eradication of poverty. It redefines goals and approaches as well as strategies according to changing circumstances and emphasizes sustainable development, building effective and inclusive democratic governance, and strengthening resilience as focus areas.

On the broad goal of poverty reduction, UNDP acknowledges that to achieve this, human development needs to be promoted by combining economic growth with inclusive growth. Another important focus area, which is unique to UNDP’s mandate, is building and promoting democratic governance. This work includes building access to justice, supporting electoral processes, and monitoring human rights protections. Building access to justice on a basic level first means developing legal frameworks and promoting systems that are built on laws as a foundation. Another key area is crisis prevention and recovery, which includes natural disasters, conflicts, and humanitarian assistance. Lastly there is a focus on the key area of HIV and AIDS. Although new HIV infections have declined there are still 34 million people infected with HIV, making this topic important beyond the health sector. Additionally, although women’s empowerment is a key area as well it is focused on as a topic for equality and human rights, linking it to the MDGs and other key areas.

Millennium Development Goals and the post-2015 development agenda

50 Ibid.
51 Ibid.
53 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
60 Ibid.
Of the eight MDGs consisting of 21 targets in areas such as poverty, environment, gender and education, only one goal, eradicating extreme poverty, has been met by halving the number of people living on less than one dollar per day. Other MDG targets have been met as well, such as raising the number of women involved in the world’s parliaments, but although there is progress on some targets the goals have not been fully reached yet. For some targets, such as ensuring primary education for all children, initial progress was strong but it did not continue at a level sufficient to meet the target at present.

Considering that the MDGs will conclude in 2015, leaving many goals and targets unmet, there is the need for a post-2015 agenda that builds on successes and lessons learned from the MDGs. Only by ensuring inclusion can the topics of inequalities, water, health, environmental sustainability, governance, conflict and fragility, growth and employment, population dynamics, hunger, food and nutrition security, energy, and education be integrated into a functional post-2015 development agenda.

With projects in over 170 countries, the allocation of UNDP’s $5.6 billion budget for 2014 demonstrates its current priorities. 31% of the budget is assigned to poverty reduction and the achievement of the MDGs, 24% to democratic governance, 24% to crisis prevention and recovery, 15% to environment and sustainable development, and 6% to south-south cooperation. Projects are carried out in cooperation with political entities such as in Argentina where they work on reducing poverty and achieving the MDGs on a national level. There they also work on promoting democratic governance by working on administrative management, public sector policy, and gender equality. Depending on the project, UNDP works with state governments, political entities on a national and community level, and non-governmental organizations.

**Recent Sessions**

The first regular session of the Executive Board in 2014 was held in New York City from 27-31 January 2014 and the second regular session was held in New York City from 2-5 September 2014. The annual session was held in Geneva from 23-27 July 2014. The first regular session was divided into segments for UNDP, UNFPA, UNOPS, and a joint segment with a focus on country programs and the election of the President and four Vice-Presidents. Further, the UNDP Strategic Plan 2014-2017, adopted in the second regular session from 9-13 September 2013, was discussed. Two topics of importance that were discussed in this session were South-South cooperation and gender equality. It was decided that although they are part of the UNDP Strategic Plan 2014-2017 it is necessary to also include them in the post-2015 development agenda. This was especially important because the Executive Board acknowledged that gender equality, the empowerment of women, and the eradication of poverty are all interconnected. Thus, in order to create a successful post-2015 development agenda, gender equality needs to be a vital part of it. This was underlined by the UNDP Gender Equality Strategy 2014-2017 which is in accordance with the UNDP Strategic Plan 2014-2017 and works towards gender mainstreaming.

**Conclusion**

---
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The UNDP Executive Board’s unique position atop three organizations, UNDP, UNFPA, and UNOPS, as well as its cooperative function with the UNDG, position it to further development on all levels. With this wide range of work areas including crisis prevention, democratic governance, environment, and human rights, the most important aspects for a sustainable and equal human development can be targeted by one unified program. The work that has been done in order to achieve the MDGs needs to be continued but with an additional focus on a post-2015 development agenda that builds on the successes and failures of previous development goals. The importance of adapting to different situations as UNDP has done with its strategic plan for 2014-2017 has been identified and implemented. With UNDP’s role as the predominant program working on development, its leadership in the UNDG, and its unique mandate to support achievement of the MDGs through various reports, monitoring processes, activities, UNDP is uniquely positioned to take a strong role in developing the post-2015 development agenda.
Annotated Bibliography


The United Nations Handbook 2013-14 provides information not only on UNDP but also on the complete organization of the United Nations. Delegates can find basic information about all programs, committees, or funds within the United Nations system including a quick overview of UNDP. Furthermore, it provides information on involvement of UNDP with other programs, committees, and funds, providing the ability to gain an overall understanding of the United Nations.


This guide is a comprehensive introduction to UNDP that explains key aspects such as its structure, development, and function. Furthermore, basic questions such as what UNDP does, who does what, principles of UNDP, and funding are discussed and explained. This is a great starting point for delegates to gather basic information before dealing with more specific topics.


This website explains the Executive Board of UNDP. The current membership is shown as well as the dates for each membership so delegates can see when it changes. Latest updates, session documents, and other key documents can be accessed here to follow and understand the work of the Executive Board. Delegates can access recent and older session reports to familiarize themselves with the decisions and work of UNDP. For a better understanding of the process during sessions the rules of procedure for the Executive Board can also be accessed.


This is a great source to see the different projects that UNDP is currently involved in. Delegates can search for particular projects by year or region and also get information on projects by general themes such as poverty reduction and achievement of the MDGs or democratic governance. This website shows in what areas UNDP has the most projects and how much funding goes to the offices as well as budget sources. This can help delegates identify sources that provide the budget for activities in their own country or find out what projects are supported by their country.


This website provides general information as well as information on each specific MDG and its targets. For each MDG a section on what progress was made is available as well as indicators for the targets. Delegates can also access the Millennium Development Goals Report 2014 to view more specific facts and figures such as statistics from 1990 to now as well as information on the MDGs. This allows for a better impression of the work that still needs to be done to achieve the MDGs by 2015. The progress of the MDGs is monitored and evaluated by UNDP to highlight the targets that need to be worked on especially with a focus on the post-2015 development agenda.
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I. Building Democratic Governance by Expanding Access to Justice

“And just as in any local or national community, we need common values to govern the way we live. All communities are held together by common values and a set of rules. Fairness, equality, justice, liberty, and solidarity are the values that formed the basis on which our societies were built. They belong to all of us and are there to help us organize our societies fairly and ensure people live their lives with respect for others.”

Introduction

Democratic governance is a multifaceted and integral component in the functioning of a state and serves as the foundation on which states are built and are able to thrive. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) supports democratic governance globally and plays a crucial supporting role in many post-conflict or transitioning states. In fact, UNDP currently has over 6,000 development projects in 177 countries and territories, 25% (or 1,061) of which are considered to fall within the category of democratic governance. Justice is an integral component in “development cooperation” and UNDP sees it as highly related to human development and poverty elimination.

According to the United Nations Department of Public Information (UN DPI), “democratic governance means that people’s human rights and fundamental freedoms are respected, promoted and fulfilled, allowing them to live with dignity.” Democratic governance thus includes broader economic and social policies that are attentive to the population and supports the ultimate goal of fostering an environment that increases the livelihoods of future generations. It should be noted that the UN does not promote a particular form of government, but rather encourages democratic governance as a set of ideals that have the potential to enhance the fundamental freedoms of all human beings. The principles of democratic governance, along with access to justice, are intertwined and built into the framework of the international legal system including human rights law, criminal law, and refugee law.

To understand the relationship between the access to justice and democratic governance, the principle of democracy must first be understood. The UN is considered to be “one of the largest providers of technical cooperation for democracy and governance globally.” UN DPI explains that “democracy, and democratic governance in particular, means that people’s human rights and fundamental freedoms are respected, promoted and fulfilled, allowing them to live with dignity.” Democratic governance, then, gives citizens the right to make decisions that influence their well-being and to hold their governments accountable.

According to UNDP more countries than ever before are working to establish democratic governance. With an increasing number of states undergoing civil and political transitions, there is a pressing need to investigate the transition process and provide a comprehensive plan of action that not only builds democratic governance but also expands access to justice and restores the confidence of affected populations in their governments. The challenges of building democratic governance are multifaceted and there are no uniform set of solutions that can be applied within all Member States. In UNDP’s democratic governance agenda alone there are eleven areas of focus including access to information and e-governance, access to justice and rule of law, anti-corruption, civic-engagement, electoral systems and processes, human rights, local governance and local development, parliamentary development, public administration, gender empowerment, and youth involvement. As articulated by UNDP, primary goals of the democratic governance program include uniting populations within states, globally facilitating

83 Annan, Governance and Values, 2009.
85 UNDP, Our Projects, 2014.
87 UN Department of Public Information, Democracy and the United Nations.
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cooperation and partnerships, and sharing best practices for the promotion of participation, accountability, and effectiveness at all levels of the government. UNDP “aims to build effective and capable states that are accountable, transparent, inclusive and responsive—from elections to participation of women and the poor.”

Key Terms
There are various key terms that underpin discussion and research on this topic. Understanding these terms is a prerequisite for developing a comprehensive understanding of the issue as well as a necessary first step in policymaking.

- Access to justice is defined by the UNDP as the “ability of people from disadvantaged groups to prevent and overcome human poverty by seeking and obtaining a remedy, through the justice system, for grievances in accordance with human rights principles and standards.”

- UNDP specifies that governance means the arbitration of administrative, political, and economic authority to oversee a country’s affairs at all governmental levels. It entails the processes, mechanisms, and institutions whereby citizens and groups express their interests and demonstrate their legal rights, meet their obligations, and negotiate and resolve their differences.

- According to the UN Rule of Law Unit, transitional justice refers to “the full set of processes and mechanisms associated with a society’s attempt to come to terms with a legacy of large scale past abuse, in order to secure accountability, serve justice and achieve reconciliation.”

Another important concept is the rule of law. According to the Rule of Law Unit, it is as “a principle of governance in which all persons, institutions and entities, public and private, including the State itself, are accountable to laws that are publicly promulgated, equally enforced and independently adjudicated, and which are consistent with international human rights norms and standards. It requires, as well, measures to ensure adherence to the principles of supremacy of law, equality before the law, accountability to the law, fairness in the application of the law, separation of powers, participation in decision-making, legal certainty, avoidance of arbitrariness and procedural and legal transparency.” Further, in the Declaration of the High-level Meeting of the 67th Session of the General Assembly on the rule of law at the national and international levels (A/RES/67/1), Member States agreed that “rule of law applies to all States equally, and to international organizations, including the United Nations and its principal organs, and that respect for and promotion of the rule of law and justice should guide all of their activities and accord predictability and legitimacy to their actions. We also recognize that all persons, institutions and entities, public and private, including the State itself, are accountable to just, fair and equitable laws and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law.”

- Public administration has two highly related meanings. First, it includes the combined infrastructure (policies, guidelines, regulations, organizational structure, personnel, etc.) supported by the budget of the state and responsible for overseeing and directing the affairs of the executive government and its relations with stakeholders in the state. Second, it further includes the oversight and execution of the entire set of government activities pertaining to the enforcement of laws, regulations, and government decisions and the distribution of public goods and services.
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**International and Regional Framework**

The international and regional framework pertaining to democratic governance and access to justice dates back to the inception of the UN. Although democracy is not specifically referred to in the *Charter of the United Nations* (1945), the preamble’s opening line “We the Peoples” demonstrates that democratic governance and the will of the people as a source for sovereign legitimacy, are among the most important founding principles of the UN. The *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* (UDHR) (1948) further projects “the concept of democracy by stating the will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government,” and further contributes to “global acceptance of democracy as a universal value.”

Article 14 paragraph 3(d) of the *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights* (ICCPR) (1966) stipulates that among other rights, all human beings should be tried fairly and be able to defend himself or herself in person or through legal assistance of his or her own preference, to be presented with information regarding his or her rights in the case the individual does not possess legal assistance, and to have legal assistance assigned in any instance where the interests of justice deem necessary and without payment in any instance if he or she does not have resources to pay for it. The ICCPR delineates additional norms and principles directly related to the concept of democracy through Articles 19, 21, 22 and 25. The ICCPR is an important human rights covenant that provides a range of individual protections pertaining to political and civil liberties and requires states that have ratified the treaty to uphold and protect those rights, which include the right to life and human dignity; equality before the law; freedom of speech, assembly, and association; freedom from torture and arbitrary detention; gender equality; and the right to a fair trial. This covenant obliges governments to enact administrative, judicial, and legislative action in order to uphold the rights stipulated in the treaty. At present, over 160 countries have ratified the ICCPR.

The *Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women* (CEDAW) (1979) ensures that the “187 States parties shall ensure to women, on equal terms with men, the right to vote and stand for elections, and participate in public life and decision-making.” CEDAW serves as and is highly important because it proves to be fundamental in the women’s rights agenda and ensures that women have the protection of their civil and political liberties upheld.

Additionally, according to UN DPI, the UN General Assembly (GA) has adopted at least one resolution annually dealing with some aspect of democracy for the last 25 years. For example, GA resolution 62/7 sought to promote democratization, development, and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms by establishing 15 September of each year as the International Day of Democracy. More recently, GA resolution 68/175 reiterated the international community’s belief that everyone is entitled to a democratic and equitable international order that fosters the full realization of human rights. The General Assembly’s 68th session also highlighted the importance of justice in resolution 68/188, which underscored a belief that the post-2015 development agenda should be guided by respect for the rule of law.

Finally, the *Declaration of the High-level Meeting of the 67th Session of the General Assembly on the rule of law at the national and international levels* (A/RES/67/1) is a crucial piece of the normative framework. In the
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declaration, states reaffirmed that “the rule of law and democracy are interlinked and mutually reinforcing and that they belong to the universal and indivisible core values and principles of the United Nations.”

Millennium Development Goals and the post-2015 development agenda
The establishment and review of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), as well as the ongoing discussion of the post-2015 development agenda, has provided opportunities for Member States to further solidify the concept of democracy as a universal ideal. The outcome of the 2005 World Summit, the follow-up to the 2000 UN Millennium Summit, noted that “democracy is a universal value based on the freely expressed will of people to determine their political, economic, social and cultural systems and their full participation in all aspects of their lives.” The MDGs and the development agenda as a whole have emphasized the importance of the rule of law and good governance reforms in regard to accomplishing the economic and social development goals. Global leaders committed in the Millennium Declaration to “spare no effort to promote democracy and strengthen the rule of law, as well as respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.” Likewise, they resolved to “strive for the full protection and promotion in all countries of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights for all and to strengthen the capacity of all countries to implement the principles and practices of democracy and respect for human rights.”

Role of the International System
Without proper access to justice, democratic governance will be undermined and development cannot be sustained. Within this context, UNDP’s goals are to foster unity among people globally, create partnerships and utilize experiences to promote participation, and develop accountability and capability of the government at all levels. Further, UNDP prioritizes building able and effective states that are inclusive, transparent, accountable, and capable of meeting the needs of its population ranging from fostering free and fair elections to the inclusion and participation of women and marginalized groups.

Democratic Governance and Thematic Trust Fund
The Democratic Governance Thematic Trust Fund (DGTTF) was established by the UNDP in 2001 under the scope of its democratic governance agenda. The main purpose of this fund is partnering with donors to advance the contributions to UNDP’s activities on democratic governance. This funding mechanism serves as a platform to fund innovation for the democratization process and to provide country offices with additional funds to investigate unique approaches to democratic governance that foster inclusive participation, responsive institutions, or international principles in vulnerable states. The DGTTF is one of the most important tools at the disposal of UNDP because of its unique project flexibility and ability to efficiently disperse funds from voluntary contributions. As a result of its success, the demand from Member States for DGTTF fostered assistance has been high; since its inception, the DGTTF has funded 750 country projects through an annual competitive call for proposals from UNDP country offices.

Oslo Governance Centre
The Oslo Governance Centre works to increase the effectiveness of UNDP by positioning UNDP to achieve international development goals, notably the MDGs. The Oslo Governance Centre establishes global partnerships with highly regarded policy and research institutions to analyze and review UNDP’s governance work. Essentially, the mission of the Oslo Governance Centre is to uphold the integrity of UNDP and optimize the impact of its projects by addressing emerging areas of democratic governance and increasing the ability of UNDP’s field workers to combat
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these challenges.\textsuperscript{133} The center further serves in an advisory capacity at the national, regional, and global level by providing support to Member States that desire to implement national democratic governance assessments that strengthen democratic governance at the country level."\textsuperscript{134}

\textbf{Other UN entities}

Additional UN entities that undertake democratic governance-focused activities include the UN Democracy Fund, which was established in 2005 to serve as a trust fund for building democratic governance globally.\textsuperscript{135} The UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations, whose main objective is to uphold international peace and security, also works to uphold and promote the rule of law, civil affairs, and offers electoral assistance.\textsuperscript{136} The UN Department of Political Affairs plays an integral role in preventing and resolving global conflict before escalation, and monitors and evaluates political developments around the globe to preemptively address crises before escalation.\textsuperscript{137} The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, which upholds the human development component of democratic governance thematic priorities, strengthens international human rights mechanisms; enhances equality and counters discrimination; combats impunity; and strengthens accountability and the rule of law.\textsuperscript{138}

\textbf{Civil Society}

Civil society plays a notable role in building democratic governance by expanding access to justice globally. In recent history there has been a significant upsurge in organized non-profit activity globally.\textsuperscript{139} Civil society has been long known for piloting relief efforts and upholding human rights in post-conflict and transitional states. Further, civil society plays an integral role in contributing to economic development and bolstering civic and social infrastructure.\textsuperscript{140} Several civil society organizations that strive to build democratic governance include Human Rights Watch, which investigates and reports on human rights abuses, Freedom House, which publishes the annual \textit{Freedom in the World} report on political freedoms and civil liberties, Amnesty International, which researches rights abuses and advocates for justice for those whose rights have been violated, and the Carter Center, which works to strengthen democratic institutions and sends observation teams to determine the legitimacy of elections.\textsuperscript{141}

\textbf{Gender and Youth}

Gender equality is a primary focus of UNDP and a core component of ensuring access to justice. UNDP seeks to end gender biases in national and international development by incorporating inclusive gender policies, involving men in the processes to end gender inequality, and creating gender-conscious tools to track progress and ensure government accountability.\textsuperscript{142} Gender equality and women's empowerment lie at the heart of development and the achievement of the MDGs.\textsuperscript{143} Recently within the UN system, there has also been an increasing spotlight on the role of the youth in building democratic governance. UNDP Administrator Helen Clark stated that “the combination of youth and innovation has the potential to create solutions to development challenges and to transform societies.”\textsuperscript{144} Further, Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, has asserted that youth empowerment is an important priority in his Five-year Action Agenda.\textsuperscript{145} As such, building up youth proves to be of paramount importance to the UNDP agenda.\textsuperscript{146} Youth participation within Member States is essential to achieve sustainable human development.\textsuperscript{147} One major project that UNDP embarked on to increase participation was the Partnering with Youth to Build Democratic Societies in the
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Arab Region initiative. A facet of this project focused on the young men and women who led the 25 January 2011 revolution in Egypt. As Egypt moves forward in the democratic transition process with a new government and recently established constitution, a DGTTF funded project works through a veteran national partner, the Social Contract Center, on youth emphasized governance evaluations.

Public Administration

Public administration is the heartbeat of the government and the mechanism utilized to implement national action plans and policy. UNDP emphasizes the paramount importance of incorporating the principles of equality, justice, accountability and non-discrimination in public administration, asserting that both men and women should hold equal power in regard to the civil-service decision-making and their activities. Without the proper dissemination of resources, there can be no access to justice. That being said, this ideal is much more difficult to realize. Despite the internationally agreed upon target of women holding a minimum of 30% of leadership positions in public administration, the global community has fallen short and women remain underrepresented. Unfortunately, patriarchal institutions that can perpetuate gender-based traditions, attitudes, and practices remain in both developed and developing countries.

UNDP implemented the Global Initiative on Gender Equality and Public Administration (GEPA) with two main purposes including “supporting women’s empowerment and expanded participation and leadership in the executive branch of the state” and “contributing to the availability of up-to-date information on gender equality in public administration and of evidence and analysis to facilitate informed policy and decision-making on the subject.” GEPA was implemented in two phases, with the first being a fact finding report outlining the current state of gender equality globally, and the second phase, implementing the report’s recommendations in line with UNDP’s Strategic Plan and UNDP’s Gender Equality Strategy for 2014-2017, which emphasizes the importance of developing a global mechanism to track women’s participation in public administration.

Access to Legal Aid

The accessibility of legal assistance proves to be paramount to fostering the success of the many UNDP facilitated justice and the rule of law programs. The goal of UNDP in regard to these programs is to “empower poor and marginalized groups to access remedies for their grievances and overcome many of the obstacles preventing them from accessing justice.” The UNDP specifically supports over 55 countries globally in strengthening the availability and delivery of comprehensive legal aid services. For instance, Georgia’s Legal Aid Service was established by the government in 2007, and since its onset, UNDP has bolstered national efforts to quickly improve the quality and scope of legal assistance with a particular emphasis on poor and marginalized groups. Today the legal service has established national coverage and all citizens have obtained the right to access. In fact, Legal Aid Service offices received over 20,000 applications for legal advice and assistance streamed in 2010 alone. Additionally, Legal Aid Services conducted nearly 12,000 consultations, over twice the 4,700 conducted in 2008.

Constitution-Making, Electoral Reform, and the Rule of Law
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UNDP strives to improve the deficiencies in existing electoral and legislative systems globally. The Secretary-General’s report on “Transitional justice in Conflict and Post-Conflict Societies” (S/2004/616) was paramount in developing a definition of rule of law, which, as previously stated, is closely linked to democracy.\textsuperscript{162} This report defines the concept of justice as “an ideal of accountability and fairness in the protection and vindication of rights and the prevention of punishment of wrongs.”\textsuperscript{163}

Enhancing and bolstering the rule of law in developing countries, particularly post-conflict or transitioning states, have become cornerstones in the work of the UN.\textsuperscript{164} As such, there is an increasing demand throughout the UN system to increase comprehension and execution of justice in countries in transition or emerging from conflict.\textsuperscript{165} The rule of law is one component of governance. Additionally, it is integral in the peacebuilding process and further relates to building criminal justice institutions and extension, expands access to justice. The rule of law incorporates many issues including accountability of the government and a transparent judicial process.\textsuperscript{166} The four principles of the rule of law are government accountability; clear and concise laws that are fairly and equally administered; fair and accessible processes for enacting and enforcing laws; and an unbiased, independent justice system.\textsuperscript{167}

In addition to its work supporting the rule of law, UNDP assists transitioning states in drafting constitutions and implementing governance reforms. On 27 January 2014, Tunisia’s National Constituent Assembly voted in favor of a new democratic constitution by an overwhelming majority of its population, following a peaceful and inclusive process, supported by UNDP.\textsuperscript{168} UNDP Administrator Helen Clark stated that “this is truly an historic moment for Tunisia and its citizens, this constitution opens a new chapter in the country’s democratic transition.”\textsuperscript{169} Through UNDP’s Constitutional Support Project, with $18 million in funding from Japan, Belgium, the European Union, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Switzerland, and the UNDP’s Bureau for Crisis Prevention and Recovery, technical support was provided to Tunisia’s National Constituent Assembly with technical expertise on constitutional and legal provisions.\textsuperscript{170} In addition to providing short-term support in drafting a constitution, UNDP further supported the capacity of Tunisia’s National Constituent Assembly to effectively govern by building partnerships between it and legislatures in the established democracies of Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, the European Union, Lebanon, Portugal, South Africa, and Switzerland.\textsuperscript{171}

\textit{Conclusion}

Rule of law, access to justice, and legal empowerment collectively foster an atmosphere to meet global development goals.\textsuperscript{172} According to Secretary-General Kofi Annan in his report "In larger freedom: towards development, security and human rights for all" (A/59/2005), "the protection and promotion of the universal values of the rule of law, human rights and democracy are ends in themselves. They are also essential for a world of justice, opportunity and stability. No security agenda and no drive for development will be successful unless they are based on the sure foundation of respect for human dignity."\textsuperscript{173}

In conclusion, building democratic governance by expanding access to justice is a painstaking, yet crucial process. It involves a multifaceted approach and close attention to a variety of components including access to justice and rule of law, anti-corruption for development effectiveness, electoral cycle support, governance assessments, strengthening human rights protections, and developing the effectiveness of parliamentary systems.\textsuperscript{174} With its
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central role in the broader goals of achieving security, economic development, and the protection of human rights, building democratic justice by expanding access to justice will continue to be at the heart of discussions about the post-2015 development agenda.

Further Research

Delegates should consider questions such as: How can the international community stabilize transitioning states effectively and efficiently? How can these approaches be applied to each Member State at varying stages in the transition process? How can UNDP improve their current infrastructure as it pertains to access to justice within Member States and at the regional and international level? Taking into consideration that all Member States have their own unique challenges related to improving their internal framework in regard to building democratic governance by expanding access to justice, delegates should investigate how the domestic legal framework can be strengthened to facilitate equal participation of both men and women. Finally, delegates should investigate the democratic governance programs being implemented domestically, regionally, and internationally and evaluate the effectiveness of such programs. Are there areas that could be strengthened to better promote democratic governance and encourage linkages to the access of justice? Are there new approaches that could be considered, building on existing good practices and successful programs?
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These remarks highlight the importance of access to justice and rule of law in promoting development. The Deputy Secretary-General states that economic development must be coupled with the advancement of justice. It stresses the need for rule of law and access to justice to be key issues in the post-2015 development agenda. This is critical in the formulation of policies that articulate the post-2015 agenda while still incorporating both the principles of democratic governance and access to justice.


In this text, UNDP summarizes its Action Plan for 2008-2013 and outlines the necessary steps in implementing them. Actions to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of UNDP in achieving the Millennium Development Goals have been taken to ensure that countries are fulfilling their development goals. In addition, it provides access to link for further research and information and a basis on which to frame policy.


The presence and exercise of corruption hinders the pursuance of development; specifically democratic governance. This document is a clearly written report on the regional and global anti-corruption measures. Major regional activities and initiatives to promote anti-corruption are detailed, as well as networks and workshops established to eliminate corruption.


Significant achievements of the Global Programme are outlined in this report, including advances in legal awareness and assistance as legal empowerment, and women ’s empowerment and legal pluralism. The delivery of justice programming for the Asia-Pacific region was strengthened and initiatives to increase citizens’ understanding of justice were undertaken in 2010. This report is a great resource for delegates to begin their research on the links of access to justice and human development.


In this document, UNDP provides a detailed background pertaining to the intricacies that encompass the rule of law and what that agenda entails. Additionally, it proves to be an integral starting point to develop an understanding of the connection between the rule of law, access to justice and ultimately the foundation in which to build democratic governance.


The issue brief provides a clear analysis of rule of law and its relation to development. Gender equality, inclusion, and requiring accountability on legal systems and power are among the key items discussed. It will help assist delegate in understanding the strategies of UNDP to achieve sustainable development in present and future goals.
In this document, UNDP highlights the importance of public administration in the broader terms of solidifying democratic governance and effectively expanding access to justice. The report provides further insight into the idea of engendering the subfields of democratic governance and also explains the relationships between the administration of public services, the rule of law and the overarching theme of development. It will aid the delegate in understanding the strategies of UNDP to engender the democratic governance agenda.

In this document, UNDP emphasizes a wide range of issues dealt with by UNDP such as human development, global threats to human development, and addressing societal inclusion to name a few. This report explains foundational concepts that are important to the UNDP and prove to be stumbling blocks in larger scale policy implementation. Particularly of interest is the idea of inclusion as that concept is intertwined in democratic governance as well as access to justice overall.

This publication provides detailed elaboration on the components necessary to successfully assess the extent of a state’s rule of law. Furthermore, it seeks to provide suggestions and commentary regarding the best methods nations can employ to establish it. Particularly of interest to this document is the consideration of how rule of law impacts those it is intended to benefit and how a State can measure this attribute.

In this document, UNDP explains the purpose of the strategic plan development results framework, which is mutually represented in the planning framework of the United Nations Capital Development Fund and the United Nations Volunteers program. The document further lists anticipated outcomes in program countries, UNDP activities, and output indicators used in reporting on UNDP contribution in fostering democratic governance. This is particularly helpful in understanding the fundamental aspects of the results-based management system.
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II. Fostering Developing Countries’ Capacities for Climate Change Adaptation

“Mitigating and adapting to climate change is entirely compatible with pursuing development. Our experience at UNDP, working on these issues over the past two decades, indicates that the right mix of policies, skills, and incentives can influence behavior and encourage investments in climate-friendly businesses and activities. Thereby, we can help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and generate new economic opportunities and jobs. This calls for fully integrating thinking about climate change into how we go about our development work.”175

Introduction

Creating a diversified approach to predict, mitigate, and adapt to climate change is seen as necessary after multiple individual and isolated efforts at addressing climate change have demonstrated limited success.176 Since the adoption of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in 2000, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has focused on providing support for the implementation of programs and policies, which move developing countries towards completing the MDGs.177 This topic will focus on the necessity of developing strategies and infrastructure that allow for adaptation to climate change in order to ensure that basic needs like access to water, food, and sanitation are maintained and insulated from the effects of climate change. Making adjustments to natural environmental systems in order to reduce harm or gain opportunity is the main way in which adaptation to climate change is enacted.178 Actual and expected climate stimuli are targeted for adjustment, and they are intended to protect infrastructure, economies, and lives from the negative impacts of climate change.179 Developing infrastructure and mechanisms which allow for adaptation to climate change focus more on: the integration of climate related risks and opportunities into national planning, addressing the needs of more vulnerable groups, and ensuring that those efforts are flexible and resilient enough to navigate future climate challenges.180 Climate change is an issue that will inevitably affect the entire globe; however, the 2.6 billion poorest peoples are least capable of adapting to climate change.181 Therefore, the UNDP has focused its efforts for development on those at the greatest risk including women, indigenous peoples, and the poor.182

International and Regional Framework

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was formed in 1992 when an international treaty was signed to cooperatively consider how to limit climate change and adapt to the inevitable impacts of that change.183 Since then, the Convention has grown to incorporate the Kyoto Protocol (1997) and the Durban Platform for Enhanced Action (2011), and it now serves as the main support for all climate change negotiations.184 The UNFCCC has five programs which specifically address adaptation: the 2010 Cancun Adaptation Framework (CAF), the 2005 Nairobi Work Program, the 2008 Least Developed Countries (LDC) Work Program, the 2001 LDC Expert Group (LEG), and National Adaptation Programs of Action (NAPA).185 These programs have various targets, definitions, and priorities that are to be incorporated into the UNFCCC, as “adaptation must be addressed with the same level of priority as mitigation of climate change.”186

The Rio+20 Conference on Sustainable Development was held 20 years after the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), in Rio de Janeiro, and 10 years after the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg.187 These conferences brought together stakeholders from the entire UN system to draft a comprehensive and inclusive strategy for supporting sustainable development efforts.188
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The outcome document of the Rio+20 Conference, titled *The Future We Want*, contains multiple targets and initiatives that will help guide the United Nations (UN) system in its efforts to improve the quality of living for all peoples while preserving the stability of our environment.¹⁸⁹ Most important of those initiatives is the creation of Sustainable Development Goals to replace the MDGs.¹⁹⁰ In October 2014, the Climate Summit met in New York to build support for a meaningful universal climate agreement and organize universal efforts to build resilience to the impacts of climate change.¹⁹¹ One of the priority topics of the statements of the leaders at the climate summit focused on “strengthening resilience” which refers to the need to improve our climate and financial systems to be able to adapt to the effects of climate change.¹⁹²

**Role of the International System**

Since the adoption of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in 2000, the UNDP has focused on providing support for the implementation of programs and policies, which move developing countries towards completing the MDGs.¹⁹³ The MDGs are set to expire in 2015 and there are still many targets which have yet to be met; therefore, UNDP has been participating in the creation of the post-2015 development agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).¹⁹⁴ In 2012, the UN General Assembly (GA) adopted resolution 67/266 on the Quadrennial Comprehensive Policy Review (QCPR), to assess the UN operational activities for development and establishing system wide policy orientation for development cooperation.¹⁹⁵ This sent a clear message to the UN system that Member States desire a strong UN development system that provides strategically relevant, nimble, and effective sustainable development results.¹⁹⁶ This was a landmark decision because it demonstrated the international community’s dedication to sustainable development, but also that Member States actively desire international aid and coordination for achieving sustainable development targets.¹⁹⁷ This recognition of the beneficial nature of sustainable development projects and international cooperation demonstrates the widespread acceptance of the need for capacity development, and entailed within sustainable development is the creation of projects and policies that allow adaptation and flexibility in the face of climate change.

The UN system has a vast network of resources, departments, and agencies which all work towards the goal of improving human development and capacity.¹⁹⁸ In order to better coordinate and assist in the completion of these targets worldwide, the Secretary-General established the United Nations Development Group (UNDG) in 1997, bringing together 32 UN funds, programs, agencies, departments, and offices that play a role in development.¹⁹⁹ The 2013-2016 Strategic Plan of the UNDG emphasizes the MDGs and projects to achieve them, the post-2015 development agenda, crisis/post crisis transition, and national capacity development.²⁰⁰ The UNDG focuses on the development of strategies, implementation of best practices, and the fostering of a result driven environment.²⁰¹ The UNDG has a tiered structure with an advisory group, regional teams, and Member State teams that provide focused efforts with coordination between individual Member States.²⁰² The UNDG Regional teams focus on providing similar regions with solutions, funding, and administrative support that brings together diverse stakeholders to implement large scale, high impact development projects.²⁰³ This allows for effective local action while still creating a comprehensive plan for furthering sustainable development.²⁰⁴ The UN Country Teams under the UNDG published a guide titled “Integrating Disaster Risk Reduction into the Common Country Assessment and UN Development Assistance Framework,” recognizing the devastating effect on social, economic, and political
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development that natural disasters cause. The purpose of this guide is not only to assist United Nations Country Teams (UNCTs) embarking on their Common Country Assessment (CCA), but it can also be of use when considering climate change adaptation.

Civil society organizations (CSOs) work to support the research and development of strategies to adapt to climate change. One example is the World Resources Institute, which describes the need for climate change adaptation and the role of CSOs in the support of those efforts. CSOs, empowered citizens, and local communities are underutilized resources for climate change adaptation. The WRI’s article demonstrates concern for the lack of involvement from local communities, particularly when the international community has recognized the necessity of local involvement and internalization. The Environmental Defense Fund is another CSO that does hands on work in assisting and supporting local communities to adapt to climate change. They published an article that referred to a village in India that has been adapting to climate change with the help of the EDF and its partners. Their program assists local communities in becoming climate change resistant by planting drought resistant crops, developing solar power sources, and incorporating best practices from sustainable agriculture.

**Strategy of the United Nations Development Program in Capacity-Building**

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Strategic Plan (2008-2013) positions capacity development as the organization’s core contribution to development. Within the UNDP system, improving developing countries climate change adaptability originates with the department of Capacity Development and the Environment & Energy group. Organizing the financial, political, and bureaucratic mechanisms that drive capacity-building can be extremely difficult. In order to streamline this process for developing countries, UNDP has published a practitioner’s guide addressing Capacity Development for Environmental Sustainability (CDES). The CDES recommends the utilization of the Adaptation Learning Mechanism (ALM) as implemented by UNDP and funded by the Global Environmental Facility (GEF) Small Grants Programme (SGP), and the when drafting development efforts. The CDES is a series of organizations and steps which when brought together can be very beneficial at achieving development targets. The UN approach to capacity-building for climate change adaptation has focused its efforts for adaptation to climate change in three dimensions: integrated policy and planning, project formulation, funding, implementation, and knowledge management and methodology.

**Knowledge Management and Methodology**

Adaptation to climate change differs from the mitigation of climate change. Adaptation seeks to protect and insulate systems from existing climate change impacts like desertification. Conversely, the mitigation of climate change is seeking to slow or prevent existing climate change patterns, taking actions to reduce emissions, limit the production of waste, and sustainable land management. One of the most significant challenges of sustainable development is the ability to adapt to climate change, and the uncertainty that is inherent in climate risks. Given the broad spectrum of actors, programs, and policies that are working towards sustainable development, the UNDP has emphasized the need for the exchange of knowledge within and between countries to reduce missteps and
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improve effectiveness.\textsuperscript{222} Specific action to bring together various sources of experience, knowledge, and methodology is through an initiative of UNDP and partner development agencies, called the Adaptation Learning Mechanism (ALM).\textsuperscript{223} The mission of the ALM is to share knowledge and build partnerships in recognition of the power of knowledge, communication, and technology in the development of capacity to adapt to climate change.\textsuperscript{224} This initiative is main effort of UNDP to incorporate a wide range of experience and knowledge from previous programs and policy efforts into an easily accessible source.\textsuperscript{225} The UNDP has formed a core partnership with other development bodies to fund and grow the ALM into a forum for information and technology transfers focusing on ensuring that life-sustaining resources, like food and water, are secure in the face of climate change.\textsuperscript{226} This partnership includes the UNDP, International Fund for Agricultural Development, and the Global Environment Facility (GEF).\textsuperscript{227}

**Integrated Policy and Planning**

The UNDP has found that long-term success comes from integrated national strategies that incorporate all relevant stakeholders from public and private sectors.\textsuperscript{228} Forming development strategies that address future economic, social, and political stresses resulting from climate change is part of the UNDP effort to create long-term development planning which addresses possible and real climate changes.\textsuperscript{229} Utilizing tools from UNDP and UN development system to coordinate policies across regions, integrate strategies, and gain insight into successful development programs in similar environments will streamline the development process, reduce mistakes, and improve efficiency.\textsuperscript{230} The successful coordination of policy and planning across border and nations is critical to the climate change adaptation strategy of UNDP because it recognizes that impacts from climate change across borders.\textsuperscript{231}

**Project Formulation, financing, and implementation**

UNDP focuses on developing capacity to adapt to climate change on three levels: national, sub-national, and the community level.\textsuperscript{232} At all three levels, UNDP seeks to insulate high-risk populations from the impacts of future climate change, specifically to ensure agricultural and food security, quality water resources, coastal development, public health, natural resource and land management, and climate related disaster management.\textsuperscript{233} There has been a new and increasing emphasis on community-based development, which prioritizes communities who are the greatest risk from the impacts of climate change, and partners with that community in its development efforts.\textsuperscript{234} This is a change from typical top down strategies that may include local communities in the preparation or implementation of projects or policies.\textsuperscript{235} In Bangladesh, the Community-Based Adaptation (CBA) portfolio contains 5 projects: community-based wetland project, coping with climate risks by empowering women in coastal areas, piloting climate-resilient development initiatives, strengthening community resilience in the southwestern coastal area, and promoting diversified agro-based activities in the Jamalpur district.\textsuperscript{236} Other Member States participating in the CBA program include Bolivia, Guatemala, Jamaica, Kazakhstan, Morocco, Namibia, Niger, Samoa, and Vietnam.\textsuperscript{237} Some of these Member States have as many as 10 active development projects currently underway.\textsuperscript{238} More detailed descriptions on the planning, implementation, expected results, and funding are available on UNDP-ALM’s website.\textsuperscript{239} The UNDP actively supports the development of an enabling environment that helps to ensure that
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overarching national planning and fiscal policies routinely account for climate change risks in their design.\textsuperscript{240} Currently, funding for these efforts come from multilateral and bilateral sources including: Member States, the GEF, and co-financing leveraged by UNDP itself in order to achieve baseline support for development needs.\textsuperscript{241}

### Engaging the Private Sector

GEF was created in 1991 with the objective of bringing together Member States, international institutions, civil society organizations, and the private sector to address global environment issues.\textsuperscript{242} Together, over the last 23 years, this group has leveraged $58 billion in co-financing for nearly 4,000 projects around the world, and established protected environments around the globe equal to roughly the size of Brazil.\textsuperscript{243} Their programs, knowledge, and funding have contributed to successful sustainable development programs around the world, and have provided clear empirical evidence of how coordination between stakeholders from Member States, civil society, and the private sector can be incredibly effective at long-term capacity-building for human development as well as preserving our environment.\textsuperscript{244} The GEF serves as the financial mechanism for several UN conventions, including the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.\textsuperscript{245} Further integration of climate change adaptation by the private sector into development efforts will provide greater security to investment, as well as protect the interests of their countries of operation.\textsuperscript{246}

In a joint review article on “Climate and Development from the Climate Change Adaptation Strategy and Operations,” GEF, and the International Finance Corporation, recognize the private sector for its potential to develop infrastructure, while also being reminded of the great costs associated with climate change.\textsuperscript{247} This article addresses concerns, stresses areas of knowledge, understandings that need improvement, and references some successful actions taken to engage the private sector in capacity-building for adaptation to climate change.\textsuperscript{248} The infrastructure and natural resources upon which most private sector companies depend on are under threat from both gradual, and extreme changes in the climate; however, most of the focus has been on the large, extreme weather patterns that have caused trillions of dollars of damage in North America alone.\textsuperscript{249} Public-private partnerships are recognized as essential in predicting and adapting to the impacts of climate change by the article.\textsuperscript{250} Diminishing water resources in some areas, and alternatively extreme flooding in others, demonstrates the need for the creation, and implementation of localized plans to stabilize and protect life-sustaining resources in the face of extreme climate conditions.\textsuperscript{251} The article references Sierra Leone, where the Least Developed Countries Fund (LDCF), financed a Public-Private Sector Forum which led to the design and building of water harvesting, storage, and distribution systems which are meant to withstand projected changes in rainfall patterns and intensity.\textsuperscript{252} According to the MDG tracker, Sierra Leone has over 60% access to sustainable water resources, meaning it has completed that portion of MDG 7.c.\textsuperscript{253} The main focus of these partnerships is sustaining water and food supplies in the face of extreme weather, which incorporates the design and insulation of key transportation, communication, and governance infrastructure from extreme weather.\textsuperscript{254}
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Economic Development through Sustainable Infrastructure

Many in the public and private sectors have believed that the relationship between economic growth and sustainable development have been at odds because climate change mitigation efforts have been seen as restricting free enterprise. However, sustainable development and adaptation to climate change can stimulate economic development and insulate development efforts from the extreme effects of climate change. Furthermore, the view that climate change mitigation will limit development fails to account for the real and potential losses the private sector will suffer without infrastructure that can adapt to changes in our climate. For example, the textile industry in Thailand was reduced by roughly a quarter because of flooding; agribusiness and food company Bunge reported a $56 million quarterly loss because of droughts in 2010. Similarly, Constellation energy saw reduced quarterly earnings by $0.16 per share because of record-setting heat in Texas. Climate change caused losses of more than $1 trillion of economic growth from 1980 through 2011 specifically because of weather-related events. In the face of this damage, the benefit of creating inclusive regional, country-specific, and domestic strategies for sustainable infrastructure development becomes self-evident. Providing incentives to the private sector for adaptable, sustainable, capacity-building development projects is often critical for the completion of those projects and will create even greater economic growth.

Climate change continues to slow development, and disproportionately impact economically disadvantaged groups including: indigenous peoples, women, and the poor. Those who are currently disadvantaged have fewer resources that can insulate them against the effects of climate change like drought, extreme storms, or flooding. Currently, much of the private sector is aware of the impacts of climate change on their enterprises, and infrastructure, but see little opportunity or incentive to incorporate adaptability or sustainable development into their plans. This outlook must be challenged, and the private sector must be included in the development and implementation of capacity-building designs for adaptation to climate change. UNDP understands the beneficial effects of securing support from the private sector in the design, and implementation of capacity-building. Bringing together multiple stakeholders for a joint program creates a shared sense of investment into the projects. Not only does UNDP utilize this benefit, the Community-Based Projects (CBP) organization uses joint programming to foster, and protect development efforts. The private sector will benefit from the inclusion of adaptable capacity-building into its core principles for development, and governments can incentivize this by provision of information, sensible regulations, and appropriate economic incentives.

Conclusion

Climate change is recognized as a global threat to human development as dwindling natural resources and extreme weather patterns continue to destroy infrastructure and hinder economic gains. Currently, the effects of climate change can be observed around the globe, and the mitigation of future changes is of great importance to the international community. However, because some effects of climate change have already begun to take effect, mitigation will no longer be a sufficient response to its effects. Therefore, fostering developing countries capacity to adapt to climate change will play a large role in our immediate future. The core of all UN development efforts has been at odds because climate change mitigation efforts have been seen as restricting free enterprise.
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peoples. This approach is paired with regional and national development strategies because it is proven to have greater success than independent action. The incorporation of the private sector, local actors, and the UN Development System as a whole will provide the most effective progress towards building capacity for adaptation to climate change.

Further Research

While conducting their own research, delegates should consider questions such as: why has UNDP placed greater emphasis on community-based projects over regional, and sub-regional strategies? What tools are available to UNDP, and the international community to incentivize the involvement of the private sector? What role does UNDP have in the creation, and implementation of the post-2015 development agenda? How can UNDP better engage the marginalized members of communities, such as women, the poor, and indigenous peoples, in the development and adaptation process?

Global Climate Adaptation Partnership, About the Global Climate Adaptation Partnership, 2014.
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This review article is intended to inform delegates, and organizations on the importance, effectiveness, and status of initiatives to include, and support private sector involvement in sustainable development, and climate change adaptability. The authors represent the climate change adaptation strategy, and operations, global environment facility, and the international finance corporation. The article has detailed insight into the private sectors commitment capacity-building, while also recognizing where the private sector has yet to be fully committed to sustainable development.


The Global Environment Facility has spent the last 23 years developing an extensive network of partnerships, and programs for environmental protection, and sustainable development. The GEF is going to be a valuable resource for delegates because of the proven effectiveness of their methods, and the inclusion of multiple stakeholders to provide funding, informational, and technological improvements to be shared throughout the international community. This partnership of various stakeholders demonstrates the effectiveness of such relationships, and will lead delegates to a multitude of sources for development.


This is an important resource for delegates because it is one example of a UN program, and its partners achieving a goal through the use of specialized skill sets. This program, in particular, brings together funding agencies, various UN bodies, and local actors to provide information, administrative, and funding support where it can be most effective. The information, and support of programs like this one are very effective, and delegates can use their work as a case study, and guide.


This report details critical information about the urgent need for developing nations to create strategies, and grow capacity to adapt to climate change. Due to each country requiring a region specific program that also coordinates with the global strategy for sustainable development, the relevant stakeholders must be informed, and connected. Local actors must also be included when creating and implementing a development strategy to streamline, and improve its efficiency. Delegates should take this approach into account as a successful model when drafting their working papers.


The UNCSD is where the post-2015 development agenda was formed as a direction for the UN after the completion of the MDG’s. It was recognized that although the MDGs were going to come to an end, its development efforts must be maintained, and expanded beyond their completion date. This conference of various stakeholders is where the future of international development was reestablished as a priority for the UN. The foundation that was formed at this conference will serve as the foundation of the sustainable development agenda, and its outcome will likely affect all peoples around the world. Delegates should look to this source to better understand the context of international development, and the history of sustainable development, and its future.
This document outlines how teams under the UNDG will begin their Common Country Assessments, and the themes of the assessment. Due to each country requiring a region specific program that also coordinates with the global strategy for sustainable development, the country teams of the UNDG are gathering information, contacts, and indicators of climate risk so that strategies can be further refined. Gathering this data has been crucial to the Post-2015 development agenda creation, and will continue to play a valuable role in the future. Delegates should look to this example of the UN system gathering information to maintain up to date information on the status of the climate. If adaptation to climate change is possible, it will require detailed information to make informed policy.


This source is the basis of climate change adaptation policy by UNDP. It references the policies, targets, and programs that UNDP is currently working under. UNDP is one of the leading development experts and financers in the world and the direction they offer is recognized and followed by other development organizations. The strategies, information, and resources available through UNDP are what makes it the foremost expert on development and will guide delegates on how to utilize these resources effectively.


UNDP has been working to improve developing countries capacity to address climate change as part of its strategic plan from 2008-2013. This details the coordination of almost 20 countries in an effort to show where the greatest need for development exists. Delegates can benefit from modeling this kind of multistakeholder participation and cooperation, and using the information gathered by this project from UNDP Environment and Energy group.


This is the source of the quote for this section, and this focus area of the Environment and Energy is just one part of the developing countries capacity for climate change adaptation. Focusing on wide scale implementation of climate-resilient, green, and low emission development offers the best opportunity for success. Delegates should use this information to guide them in the creation of their own policy intentions for cooperation and capacity-building.


This is a UNDP program that focuses specifically on providing information, and development support for building capacity for adapting to climate change. Informing, and supporting local actors has been deemed the most effective way to bring about change, and development around the globe. Advancing green, low emission, climate-resilient, and sustainable development are very effective as preventative measures against climate change, and delegates should use existing programs to develop strategies for the future.
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III. Improving Access to Water and Sanitation for Socioeconomic Development

“Water is a classic common property resource. No one really owns the problem. Therefore, no one really owns the solution.”270

Introduction

Water is an essential part of human life, yet only 3% of the Earth’s water composition is fresh water, and less than 1% of it is fresh surface water accessible to the human population.271 The importance of water is recognized in the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), and as the international community approaches the deadline for the MDGs in 2015, socioeconomic development is reliant on the water resources available, and many of them are dwindling.272 While MDG 7 target C, focused on increasing access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation services, has been achieved, there are significant disparities in progress between regions and populations, which greatly affect the likelihood of increased socioeconomic development in those regions.273 Therefore, not only is accessibility to water and sanitation resources essential for human health, but increased investments in both the public and private sector on water supply and sanitation can yield more than four times the return in economic productivity.274 The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) plays a pivotal role in environmental protection efforts by building partnerships that promote capacity-building, creating development plans, and grass roots initiatives.275 A primary focus of the UNDP is water and ocean governance, through the promotion of water resource management, improvement of water and sanitation accessibility, and enhancement of global cooperative efforts on ocean governance, management, and protection.276

International and Regional Framework

From 1969, the international community began to recognize the important elements necessary for an adequate standard of living in various international and regional documents, though they do not all directly reference water and sanitation.277 In 2010, the General Assembly resolution 64/292 adopted on “the human right to water and sanitation” establishes the international right to water, but discussions on the importance of access to water and sanitation began significantly earlier.278 The 1977 Mar Del Plata Action Plan recognized that regardless of a person’s “stage of development and their social and economic conditions,” they should always have access to water and sanitation resources.279 Subsequently, at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in 1992, the international community endorsed the need for all peoples to have the right to an adequate standard of living, which now includes water and sanitation.280 A similar level of support was reiterated in 1994 at the International Conference on Population and Development when the international community reaffirmed the need to provide an adequate standard of living to all.281

In 1992, at the World Summit on Sustainable Development, Agenda 21 was adopted to facilitate sustainable development with this innovative plan of action.282 Section 18 of Agenda 21, entitled “Protection of the Quality and Supply of Freshwater Resources: Application of Integrated Approaches to the Development Management and Use of Water Resources,” examines and highlights the intrinsic link between water supply and sanitation and sustainable development.283 Agenda 21 introduced a new way of thinking about the environment and its connection to sustainable development, emphasizing the preservation of Earth’s natural resources.284
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(2000) continued to focus on improving global development standards by including water in Section IV, entitled “Protecting our common environment.” As the efforts of the Millennium Declaration continue, the international community now focuses on including water targets as a major topic in the development of a post-2015 development agenda. One of the approaches the UN is taking to achieve success with both the creation and fulfillment of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) related to water supply and sanitation is to establish public-private partnerships at the international, regional, national, and local level. As a result, according to UN-Water, these goals would ensure, “healthy people, increase prosperity, equitable societies, protected ecosystems, and resilient community,” which would facilitate a more equitable distribution of socioeconomic development efforts in the developing world.

Regionally, a multitude of efforts have been made to reduce the disparity of accessibility to water and sanitation resources. All regions of the developing world have shown improvement in providing access to water supply and sanitation, but less than 75% of the African population has access to improved water resources. In an effort to bring 100% of the African population access to improved drinking water and sanitation resources, The Africa Water Vision 2025: Equitable and Sustainable Use of Water for Socioeconomic Development (2009) was created in partnership with the African Union, African Development Bank, Economic Commission for Africa, and the inter-agency UN-Water. This plan reflects the water initiatives and needs of the African continent based on the findings of the Africa Water Vision consultation held in Gaborone, Botswana, in 1999, and Abidjan, Cote D’Ivoire, in 2000. Additionally, the Organization of American States (OAS) is working to enhance capacity-building efforts on water governance through intra-state technology transfer and information sharing in line with the Inter-American Program on Sustainable Development. Many regional organizations, such as the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, Inter-American Court of Human Rights, and the European Committee of Social Rights have taken steps to acknowledge that the failure of governments to provide access to fresh water resources is a human rights violation.

Role of the International System

The focus on improving water and sanitation took flight in 1972. Water and sanitation was major focus at the UN Conference on Human Environment in 1972, which also addressed the environment, women, children, and, inter alia, sustainable development. The environmental discussion that took place over the next 30 years, including the 1983 creation of the World Commission on Environment and Development, and the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development, led to the formation of UN-Water in 2003 as an inter-agency committee with the primary duty to coordinate actions taken on water and sanitation issues with Member States, UN specialized agencies, and other relevant actors. A major initiative by UN-Water was the dedication of a decade to water, called for by UN General Assembly resolution 58/217 on the “International Decade for Action, “Water for Life: 2005-2015” in 2003, to raise awareness and increase action on improving water and sanitation access in concurrence with the MDGs. In order to measure the progress of the MDGs, especially the environment based targets, and an annual report, with contributions by many UN specialized agencies and other relevant actors, measures the progress made.
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MDGs. In order to improve water supply and sanitation, the UNDP focuses on enhancing country coordination, building water and sanitation into the creation of national development plans, capacity-building, providing special attention to least developed and developing Member States, and integrating community-based approaches. In order to accomplish many of these focus areas they work through programs such as Cap-Net, the UNDP’s “Capacity Development in Sustainable Water Management Project.” Cap-Net is a network designed to work with regional and national networks to develop ways of increasing ownership at the local level to encourage sustainable water management practices; assist in knowledge management; increase collaboration; and increase capacity development. UNDP also places a large emphasis on the role of gender in improving water supply and sanitation efforts, which will ultimately improve socioeconomic development. In many regions, women and children often risk their safety because they bear the primary responsibility of walking great distances to collect water for the household as a daily necessity. Moreover, the number of water resources accessible to vulnerable populations is decreasing.

To complement the work of the UNDP and UN-Water, there are civil society organizations (CSOs) that focus on advocating for improved water and sanitation activities, such as the African Civil Society Network on Water and Sanitation (ANEW), which is a coordinating body for CSOs in Africa. With their membership open to “national water and sanitation networks, sub-regional water and sanitation networks, and CSOs, ANEW is able to coordinate multiple approaches to improving water supply and sanitation accessibility.” With membership divided into subregions (Central, Eastern, Northern, Southern, and Western Africa), ANEW is able to adequately distribute its resources across the continent. ANEW coordinates with regional organizations focused on water supply and sanitation resources with organizations such as the New Economic Partnership for African Development (NEPAD), the African Ministers’ Council on Water, the Freshwater Action Network, and many others to hold conferences that raise awareness on improving access to water. For example, ANEW assisted in coordinating a conference in the Eastern region to allow a forum for actors to discuss implementation of the Sharm El-Sheikh Commitments for Accelerating the Achievement of Water and Sanitation Goals in Africa (2008). Through this conference, stakeholders reiterated their commitments to improve the water sanitation and hygiene situation in the Eastern African region, which supplements the actions of the UN and its Member States at the community level.

**Water Security and Governance to Improve Socioeconomic Development**

Water security is defined in the UN-Water 2013 analytical brief entitled “Water Security & the Global Water Agenda” as, “the capacity of a population to safeguard sustainable access to adequate quality water for sustainable livelihoods, human well-being, and socioeconomic development, for ensuring protection against water-borne pollution and water-related disasters, and for preserving ecosystems in a climate of peace and political stability”. While there are many obstacles to achieving water security, including natural and man-made disasters, transboundary water management, and achieving human security, the brief highlights a number of success stories that emphasize how water security can improve development. For example, the Nile Basin, which provides large populations access to water in eastern Africa, faces many environmental stressors that threaten its productivity, but with regional cooperation, there are collaborative efforts being made to create water security. The Task Force on Water Security was established by UN-Water following the 2010 General Assembly resolution 64/292 on “The
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human right to water and sanitation,” to advocate for the importance of ensuring water security. To advocate for the importance of ensuring water security, it is essential that water security be incorporated as a major target in the post-2015 development agenda to ensure that socioeconomic development meets an adequate level of food and human security through practices including water governance.

To that end, good water governance leads to increased water security, especially in regions where water resources are scarce. Water governance involves a multitude of structures and actors working towards building a successful institution that will ultimately ensure a high-level of water security. Good water governance requires a strong legislative base, financial resources, technical expertise, and cooperative and collaborative practices to ensure capacity-building and socioeconomic development. To better promote good water governance practices, the UNDP Water Governance Facility (WGF) at the Stockholm International Water Institute (SIWI) was created in 2005 to promote reform and implementation in a wide range of issues. The WGF provides a variety of services to Member States in order to ensure water governance by supplying policy support, information sharing, promoting development, and endorsing the achievement of the MDGs at the international, regional, national, and local levels.

Through the “Water Integrity Programme,” the WGF works to fight corrupt water governance practices by advocating for improved water policy, capacity-building, and risk assessment. The “Water Integrity Programme” works in regional divisions in Latin America, the Middle East and North Africa, and Sub-Saharan Africa by hosting training workshops for those involved in the water governance sector. In addition to the WGF, the UNDP has a Water Governance Program (WGP) in over 150 countries to finance projects related to integrated water resource management (IWRM), water supply and sanitation, and international and regional cooperation. The WGP assists in placing many of the UNDP’s projects, such as Cap-Net, in Member States that may not have had the capacity to utilize these types of capacity-building projects to facilitate socioeconomic development.

Integrated Water Resource Management

The World Bank, the UNDP, and the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA) created the Global Water Partnership (GWP) in 1996, with the sole purpose of promoting integrated water resource management (IWRM). The GWP defines IWRM as “a process, which promotes the coordinated development and management of water, land and related resources in order to maximize economic and social welfare without compromising the sustainability of ecosystems and the environment.” However, UN-Water emphasizes that there are three categories to define water management: managing the resource, managing the water service, and managing the trade-offs needed to balance supply and demand. IWRM is a practice that is internationally recognized as an acceptable method for the efficient and unbiased development of water supply and sanitation resources across the globe. These three categories require implementation mechanisms as identified during the “International Decade for Action Water for Life: 2005-2015,” which includes: an enabling environment, sound institutional structure, management instruments, and infrastructure development. IWRM is a practice that is widely endorsed by Member States, as seen at the 16th Summit of the Head of State and Governments of the Non-Aligned Movement, which noted the benefits of sustainable IWRM practices to promote socioeconomic development.
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The UNDP continues to promote IWRM by providing assistance to countries through its Transboundary Water Programme, the Water Governance Facility at SIWI, and the Network for Capacity-Building in IWRM, among others, to promote development through the equitable use, distribution, and access of water and sanitation resources to promote development. UNDP also targets specific regions, including the Small Islands Developing States and Central Asia, with dedicated IWRM projects. Additionally, the Water Governance Program works to improve IWRM by assisting Member States in capacity-building and implementing approaches for IWRM that support sectoral reforms, institutions, and development plans. The UNDP also serves as a collaborating partner with the UN-Water Task Force on Water Resource Management through the Water Governance Unit. The primary duties of the Task Force are to gather information through surveys, questionnaires, and monitoring, which is then transferred to reports for analysis. In order to increase accessibility to water and sanitation resources while enhancing socioeconomic development, it is essential that IWRM is incorporated into international, regional, and national policy. The link between water, food, and energy is becoming increasingly clear in the promotion of socioeconomic development, as they are increasingly interdependent. Therefore, it is essential that the necessary policies be in place to create an enabling environment for IWRM strategies to be successful.

**UNDP and the Post-2015 Development Agenda**

Although the UNDP played an integral role in the process of achieving the MDGs, it is taking steps to play an even larger role in the global discussions and creation of the SDGs as the post-2015 development agenda comes to fruition. While MDG 7 target C, was one of the targets achieved, the international community has identified shortcomings regarding the reasons that all of the MDGs could not be achieved despite international, regional, and national efforts. The UNDP, as a co-chair of the UN System Task Team on the Post-2015 UN Development Agenda, is actively engaged in facilitating a global discussion to incorporate water as one of many important issues relating to socioeconomic development, in addition to environmental protection and preservation. Additionally, the UNDP has emphasized incorporating the local and individual perspective into the creation of the SDGs to ensure that the new goals address the needs of all people. Water has transformed from a sub-topical issue under the environment in the MDGs, to a primary issue receiving attention as its own thematic issue. Conversations regarding water now include questions of reliability of water supply and sanitation resources as they interconnect with both health and the environment. UN-Water has suggested five measureable targets that include issues not previously addressed by the Millennium Development Goals, including: water governance, universal access, reduction of wastewater pollution, sustainable usage, and water-related disasters. While these goals are not concrete, they give direction on numerous topics related to water use and management that the international community has yet to address with a measureable standard.

**Conclusion**

While it is evident that the international community has made significant progress in improving access to water supply and sanitation resources in an effort to enhance socioeconomic development, there are many steps that need to be taken to ensure equitable access. As noted in the 2014 MDG Report, there were “748 million people still relying on unsafe drinking water sources in 2012,” which is a number that can be reduced with the development of
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the SDGs in the post-2015 development agenda. With the number of resources available to reduce this number drastically, it is essential that greater efforts be put into ensuring water security through improved water governance and enhanced IWRM strategies. As the creation of the post-2015 development agenda comes to fruition, the international community has found it critical to place further emphasis on including water targets that are clearly defined and achievable. There is still a disparity between the populations of people without access to water supply or sanitation resources, particularly vulnerable populations in developing and least developed countries. Additionally, with the “International Decade for Action Water for Life: 2005-2015” coming to a close, the international community must not lose its focus on building a stronger network to improve accessibility to achieve basic human rights.

**Further Research**

As delegates conduct research on how the UNDP can continue to improve access to water supply and sanitation resources while improving socioeconomic development, it is important to consider questions such as: how can the technical, logistical, and financial resources available to Member States be increased? What regions suffer the most from depleting water resources, negatively affecting their socioeconomic conditions? How could UNDP further assist Member States in implementing IWRM strategies after the International Decade for Action ends? Delegates should consider whether their own Member States have access to water supply and sanitation resources and if they have improved. While MDG 7 target C has been achieved, what can the UNDP do to continue the momentum and promote additional access to water supply and sanitation resources through sustainable socioeconomic development practices in the development of the SDGs? Lastly, delegates should consider how to integrate civil society networks and NGOs in collaboration with the UNDP to bolster water governance practices. What other collaborations can the UNDP create to promote socioeconomic development, with the focus of improving water supply and sanitation?
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This website describes the workings of an African-based organization that serves to facilitate the collaboration of civil society organizations to improve the water and sanitation conditions in the various African subregions. It provides a substantive look at a regionally focused approach with projects conducted at the local level that are facilitated by the local populations. This CSO provides a different perspective on ways in which water and sanitation can be improved outside of the workings of the United Nations.


Cap-Net is a network of international actors that work to build sustainable water management practices through capacity development. The UNDP created Cap-Net to improve information sharing, build partnerships, and implement the UNDP Strategic Action Plan. Delegates can utilize Cap-Net as a resource to promote training on a number of water-related issues and topics including IWRM, climate change adaptation, teacher training on water education, and many others.


The report, conducted by the UNDP, is an annual report that measures the progress of the Millennium Development Goals up to the current year. It specifically analyzes the different regions progress with examples of many countries progress as well. The report breaks down the progress on all eight of the MDGs and their targets, so delegates should pay particular attention to MDG 7 and its related targets. This document paired with the WHO evaluation demonstrates how access to water and sanitation resources has evolved in a decade.


This report gives and introductory snapshot to the discussions taking place internationally regarding the post-2015 development agenda. It addresses the shortcomings of the MDGs in addition to the challenges certain Member States face in achieving any set of measurable goals. It reflects on the consultations that have occurred thus far in the international community and serves as a useful tool for delegates to gain a sense of how water has become much more of a focal point in the SDGs. Finally, it provides insight into the opinions of local populations from a number of Member States as a means to demonstrate issues of significance to them.


The UNDP Water Governance Facility at SIWI is an excellent website for delegates to gain an understanding of how improved water governance practices can result in improved access to water supply and sanitation resources. It helps define water governance and provides examples of successful water governance practices. Additionally, the website shows how the UNDP collaborates with other institutions to provide aid and assistance to Member States.


As the primary website pertaining to water, this UNDP page describes its workings on promoting the protection of water and ocean resources in addition to the additional sub-topical areas associated with the topic as a whole. The website also gives accessibility to recent publications.
and reports published by the UNDP, which increases the understanding of the UNDP’s work in this topic. Additionally, a section on facts and figures of the current international situation facilitates a base level understanding of the global water crisis.


This fact sheet introduces how the importance of providing water to all has transformed into a human right. It highlights all of the most important documents that discussed water supply and sanitation for development purposes, which then led the UN General Assembly to create the International Decade for Action ‘Water for Life’ 2005-2015. Delegates will gain a better understanding of the international, regional, and national frameworks that have been developed as a result of the environmental conferences discussing the importance of providing water and sanitation resources to all.


In order to gain a better understanding of the significance that water security has on improving socioeconomic development, this analytical brief presented by UN-Water provides a strong introduction for delegates. Covering important topics including the link between human and water security, human rights, food security, climate change, and many others, UN-Water addresses the current global situation as well a possible paths to reach solutions.


This report is the most recent update on IWRM strategies and efforts occurring within the international community. Based on a series of global surveys, the report makes recommendations for future success as well as addressing the lessons learned from mistakes made. It also makes the connection between socioeconomic development and access to water supply and sanitation very clear throughout the sections of the report. There are valuable recommendations within the report that can be adapted to new solutions for delegates to format to a regional and national position.


This report, published after the triennial meeting of the Non-Aligned Movement, breaks down the position of the NAM members on a multitude of topics in this final document. Chapter III of this final document entitled “Development, Social, and Human Rights Issues” has subsections on water, climate change, and additional specific topics on various bodies of water. This report provides a substantive look the ways the developing world connects the need for increased water and sanitation resources to improve development.
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